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Description

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This invention relates to Power Over Data Lines
(PoDL) systems, where power from a Power Sourcing
Equipment (PSE) is transmitted to a Powered Device
(PD) over a single wire pair that also used for conducting
differential data signals, typically Ethernet signals, and
where a handshaking routine is carried out before the full
PoDL voltage is applied to the wire pair.

BACKGROUND

[0002] It is known to transmit power over data lines to
power remote equipment. Power Over Ethernet (PoE) is
an example of one such system. In PoE, limited power
is transmitted to Ethernet-connected equipment (e.g.,
VoIP telephones, WLAN transmitters, security cameras,
etc.) from an Ethernet switch. DC power from the switch
is transmitted over two twisted wire pairs in the standard
CAT-5 cabling. One or both of the wire pairs also transmit
differential data signals, since the DC common mode
voltage does not affect the data. In this way, the need for
providing any external power source for the Powered De-
vices (PDs) can be eliminated. The standards for PoE
are set out in IEEE 802.3. In PoE, the Power Sourcing
Equipment (PSE) supplies the same standardized volt-
age to every type of PD sufficient to ensure that the PD
receives at least 37V, despite unknown voltage drops
along the wire pairs.
[0003] A newer technology is Power Over Data Lines
(PoDL) where power is transmitted over a single, twisted
wire pair along with the differential data. As of the date
of this disclosure, the IEEE is in the process of receiving
comments to develop standards for PoDL as IEEE
P802.3bu. PoDL may be more flexible than PoE and,
since it requires one less wire pair, is likely to become a
popular technique, especially in automobiles.
[0004] It is envisioned that most future applications of
PoDL will require some sort of handshaking between the
PSE and the PD before the full power/voltage is applied
to the data lines by the PSE. This is because different
types of PDs may need different voltage levels, different
maximum power levels, or not be PoDL-compatible. Oth-
er information may also be conveyed during the hand-
shaking.
[0005] Such handshaking may consist of a low pow-
er/voltage signal being generated by the PSE on the wire
pair, and the PD may respond in a characteristic way to
identify to the PSE that the PD is PoDL-compatible (typ-
ically called a detection signature) as well to identify volt-
age and power requirements (typically called a classifi-
cation signature), among other information.
[0006] In an automobile application for PoDL, for in-
stance, the types of PSEs and PDs may be highly regu-
lated by the automobile manufacturer. This allows vari-
ous innovative and customized techniques to be used

for the detection and classification schemes.
[0007] Thus, what is needed are various possible de-
tection and classification schemes for PoDL that can be
applied for different applications.
[0008] US 2006/0092000 to Karam describes a PoE
system where the PSE repeats a standard classification
detection routine multiple times with a PD. If the same
class is conveyed by the PD the first two times, the PSE
then determines that the PD is a "legacy" PD and uses
the conveyed class, which is the most basic class. If the
PD is a non-legacy PD that does not have the basic power
class, the PD presents a different result with each clas-
sification routine and the different results are stored at
the PSE to create a coded sequence. The PSE repeats
the same classification routine until the sequence stops
changing. The coded sequence is then applied to a look-
up table in the PSE to determine the non-basic class of
the PD. In this way, the PSE can use the standardize
classification routine to obtain "special" information about
the PD class.

SUMMARY

[0009] The problem described above is solved by a
Power Over Data Lines (PoDL) system having the fea-
tures disclosed in claim 1. Preferred embodiments are
defined in the dependent claims.
[0010] Various detection and classification techniques
for PoDL systems are disclosed herein. The best choice
will depend on the particular application.
[0011] Examples of the techniques described include:
Techniques to convey that the PD is PoDL enabled.
[0012] Techniques to convey a voltage signature from
the PD to the PSE that identifies a voltage level to be
supplied to the PD.
[0013] Techniques to allow the PSE to supply a wide
range of voltages to different types of PDs.
[0014] Techniques to convey a maximum power sig-
nature from the PD to the PSE.
[0015] Techniques to prevent the Undervoltage Lock-
out (UVLO) circuit in the PD from coupling the incoming
voltage on the data wires to the PD load in the event the
detection/classification test voltages exceed the UVLO
threshold voltage.
[0016] Techniques to allow the detection voltage po-
larity to be opposite to the classification voltage polarity
to isolate the two schemes and avoid interference from
other circuits.
[0017] Techniques to generate the detection or classi-
fication signature of a PD based on a clamped voltage
(low impedance above a voltage threshold), created by
a clamp circuit in the PD, where the clamp may double
as an ESD protection circuit.
[0018] Techniques to generate the detection or classi-
fication signature of a PD based on a threshold voltage
of a surge stopper (high impedance above a voltage
threshold) in the PD, where the surge stopper may double
as an ESD protection circuit.
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[0019] Techniques to automatically identify the loop re-
sistance between the PSE and the PD so the PSE can
adjust its output voltage to deliver a regulated voltage to
the PD.
[0020] Techniques to detect whether the PD is still cou-
pled to the PSE, even when the PD is not drawing power,
or to detect whether the PD has been disconnected and
replaced.
[0021] Techniques to store detection and classification
information in a memory at the PSE so the handshaking
does not need to be performed each time upon powering
up.
[0022] Techniques to allow the main PD load to be
powered by an alternate power source on the PD side,
while also allowing the PSE to supply power to the front
end (the "physical layer") of the PD via the data wires to
enable the PD to communicate while the alternate power
source is disabled.
[0023] The terms PSE and PD are used throughout
this disclosure to identify equipment that supplies power
and equipment that receives the power, and such equip-
ment/devices are not limited to Ethernet equipment/de-
vices unless specified.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024]

Fig. 1 illustrates a PoDL system that enables Ether-
net communication and power transmission over a
single pair of wires, where the PSE can supply a
variable voltage to the PD, depending on the detect-
ed voltage requirements of the PD.

Fig. 2A illustrates disabling the UVLO circuit in the
PD for a time sufficient to perform handshaking in
the event that the handshaking voltages exceed the
UVLO threshold.

Fig. 2B is a flowchart describing the operation of Fig.
2A.

Fig. 3A illustrates performing the detection and clas-
sification schemes using opposite voltage polarities
to effectively isolate the detection and classification
circuits.

Fig. 3B is a flowchart describing the operation of Fig.
3A.

Fig. 4A illustrates a circuit where PoDL information
about the PD is conveyed by the clamp voltage mag-
nitude of a zener diode or other clamp circuit in the
PD.

Fig. 4B illustrates the voltage drop created by the
clamp circuit of Fig. 4A.

Fig. 4C is a flowchart describing the operation of Fig.
4A when detecting PoDL information using the clamp
circuit.

Fig. 4D is a flowchart describing the operation of Fig.
4A when using the clamp circuit in Fig. 4A to deter-
mine the loop resistance between the PSE and the
PD, such as for adjusting the output voltage of the
PSE.

Fig. 5A illustrates the use of a surge stopper in the
PD to convey PoDL information about the PD as well
as to protect the PD from voltage surges. Fig. 5A
also shows resistors to convey other PoDL informa-
tion after the surge stopper has been triggered.

Fig. 5B is a flowchart describing the operation of Fig.
5A.

Fig. 5C illustrates how the surge stopper of Fig. 5A
becomes a high impedance when the input voltage
reaches a threshold level.

Fig. 6A illustrates how detection/classification infor-
mation about the PD may be stored in a memory on
the PSE side and accessed by the PSE upon pow-
ering up to obviated the need for a full handshaking
routine to reduce start-up time. Fig. 6A also illus-
trates a "maintain power signature" resistor in the
PD that conveys whether the PSE is still connected
to the PSE.

Fig. 6B is a flowchart describing the operation of Fig.
6A relating to the "maintain power signature" resis-
tor.

Fig. 6C is a flowchart describing the operation of Fig.
6A relating to storing detection/classification infor-
mation in the memory.

Fig. 7A illustrates the use of an alternate power
source in the PD side supplying power to the main
PD load, while power to the front end of the PD is
supplied by the PSE to enable the PD to still com-
municate in the event the alternative power source
is disabled.

Fig. 7B is a flowchart describing the operation of Fig.
7A.

[0025] Elements that are the same or equivalent are
labeled with the same numeral.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0026] The various circuits shown represent the perti-
nent aspects of a PoDL system, such as where a single
twisted wire pair carries Ethernet data as well as detec-
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tion/classification information and power. The portions of
the PoDL system relating to the differential data paths
are independent of the invention and may be convention-
al. Therefore, the data paths are not described.
[0027] In future PoDL systems, unlike the standardized
PoE systems, different PDs may have different input volt-
age requirements. For example, one type of PD may re-
quire a regulated 5V input over the wire pair, obviating
the need for a PD voltage regulator, while another PD
may require at least 24V and include a voltage regulator
for powering the PD load. Therefore, if a PSE must be
able to support the various types of PD that may be con-
nected to it via the wire pair, the PSE must know the
"voltage classification" of the PD and must be able to
generate a variable voltage to supply the required voltage
over the wire pair.
[0028] Assuming the PSE must be able to supply volt-
ages as low as 5V to some types of PDs and supply much
higher voltages to other types of PDs, and the type of PD
connected is initially unknown to the PSE, the detec-
tion/classification test must use low voltages to ensure
there will be no damage to the PD.
[0029] Fig. 1 illustrates pertinent functional units in a
PoDL system in accordance with one embodiment of the
invention. The PSE 10 and PD 12 are shown coupled via
a single data wire pair 14 of any length. The wire pair 14
may conduct Ethernet differential data signals that are
filtered by capacitors 16, where the wire pair 14 is further
DC-isolated from the respective differential data process-
ing circuits 18 and 20 by transformers 22 and 24. The
Ethernet data portion of the circuit may be conventional
and not relevant to the present invention. Any DC power
supplied by the PSE 10 to the PD 12 is blocked from the
differential data processing circuits 18 and 20 by action
of the capacitors 16 and transformers 22 and 24.
[0030] A PSE controller 26 receives both AC and DC
signals on the wire pair 14 and can transmit both AC and
DC signals to the PD controller 28 via the wire pair 14.
The PSE controller 26 may be an IC that performs various
routines under the control of either a processor or
firmware. The PSE controller 26 performs a handshaking
routine with the PD controller 28 to detect that the PD 12
is PoDL-enabled and to obtain further information (e.g.,
a classification signature) from the PD 12 conveying the
PoDL requirements of the PD 12. The PD controller 28
may be an IC that performs the various routines under
the control of either a processor or firmware.
[0031] The PD controller 28 carries out the handshak-
ing routine in response to signals by the PSE controller
26 to convey its required PoDL information in order for
the PSE 10 to supply the proper voltage and power to
the PD 12 up to a maximum power level (defined in the
classification signature).
[0032] Upon powering up of the system, the PSE con-
troller 26 provides a limited current or voltage (e.g., 5V)
on the wire pair 14 to test for a signature response from
the PD 12 that identifies that the PD 12 is PoDL-enabled.
Various detection signature techniques can be used. In

one embodiment, a certain value resistor, such as 25K
ohms, is across the wire pair 14 in the PD 12, and this
signature resistance value is detected by the PSE con-
troller 26 by detecting a resulting voltage or current. In
another embodiment, a capacitor, zener diode, or other
circuit element is connected to the wire pair 14 in the PD
12, and the slope of the resulting voltage (if a capacitor
is used) or the magnitude of the limited voltage (if a zener
diode is used) conveys if the PD is PoDL-enabled. If such
a signature signal is not detected, the PSE controller 26
does not continue on with the handshaking process and
does not provide power over the wire pair 14.
[0033] If the detection signature is identified by the PSE
controller 26, additional low current or voltage signals are
generated by the PSE controller 26 during the classifica-
tion phase to identify details regarding the PoDL require-
ments of the PD 12. Various classification techniques are
later described with reference to the figures.
[0034] Since the PSE 10 may be coupled to a variety
of PD’s, and the different PD’s may require different op-
erating voltages from the PSE 10, the PD 12 must convey
its operating voltage requirement, such as 5V, 12V, 44V,
etc.
[0035] Once the classification phase is complete, the
PSE controller 26 controls a variable voltage converter
30, which may receive an unregulated input voltage of,
for example 12V in an automobile application, and out-
puts a regulated voltage Vout_DC dictated by the clas-
sification signature from the PD 12. The PSE controller
26 then controls a switch 32 (e.g., a MOSFET) that cou-
ples the converter 30 output to the wire pair 14 via filtering
inductors 34 and 36. The variable voltage converter 30
may be a plurality of difference voltage sources that can
output different voltages when enabled, or the converter
30 can be a single converter whose feedback voltage or
reference voltage is varied to output a selected regulated
voltage. For example, a resistor divider network connect-
ed between the output voltage terminal and an error am-
plifier feedback terminal may be adjusted by a control
signal to cause a switching voltage converter to output a
different regulated voltage. Such variable feedback tech-
niques and switching regulators are well-known.
[0036] The PD controller 28 includes an Undervoltage
Lockout (UVLO) circuit (not shown in Fig. 1) that only
couples the voltage on the wire pair 14 to the PD load 38
when the voltage exceeds a threshold level, such as 5V.
Once this level is detected, the PD controller 28 closes
a switch 40 (e.g., a MOSFET) to couple the incoming
PoDL voltage Vin_DC to the PD load 38 via the filtering
inductors 42 and 44. The DC voltage is blocked from the
data path by the filtering capacitors 16. The PD load 38
may or may not include a voltage converter for converting
the voltage on the wire pair 14 to a regulated voltage
required by the main PD load.
[0037] The front end of the PD 12 may include a diode
bridge to ensure the correct polarity voltage is provided
to the PD 12.
[0038] One issue with the above-described system is
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that the PD load 38 may require an operating voltage of
5V from the PSE 10, but the detection and classification
schemes may use voltages that exceed 5V. The PSE 10
must generate detection and classification signals that
are sufficiently high so that voltage drops along the wire
pair 14 do not reduce the detection/classification signa-
ture signals below a threshold level for detection by the
PSE 10. However, we do not want the UVLO circuit in
the PD 12 to trigger during the detection or classification
phases.
[0039] Fig. 2A illustrates a timer circuit that may be
used to disable the PD’s UVLO during the detection
and/or classification phases. Fig. 2B is a flowchart show-
ing the steps performed by the circuit of Fig. 2A. In the
description below, it is assumed that the detection signal
provided by the PSE 10 is always below any UVLO
threshold voltage, but the classification may be above
the UVLO threshold voltage. However, the same circuit
may be used to disable the UVLO circuit during the de-
tection phase. The UVLO circuit, PD classification circuit,
and timer may be in the PD controller 28 IC.
[0040] A UVLO circuit, using a comparator 50, com-
pares the voltage PD_Vin across the wire pair 14 with a
threshold voltage Vth to determine when the switch 40
is to be closed in order for the PoDL voltage to be applied
to the PD load 38. Let’s assume Vth is 5V.
[0041] In step 52 of Fig. 2B, the detection phase is
performed at a low voltage. If the detection signature from
the PD 12 (such as resistance value) indicates the PD
12 is PoDL-enabled (step 54), the process proceeds to
the classification phase (step 56). If no detection signa-
ture is detected, the PoDL handshaking process ends
(step 58)
[0042] A PD classification circuit 60 (Fig. 2A) in the PD
controller 28 (Fig. 1) detects a classification signal from
the PSE 10, and starts the timer 62. All processes may
be under the control of firmware or a programmed proc-
essor in the PD controller 28. The PD controller 28 as-
sumes any voltages within a certain period after the de-
tection phase is a classification phase. Assuming that
the detection or classification signal may exceed 5V (i.e.,
Vth), the timer 62 blocks the signal from the UVLO com-
parator 50 during the time-out period, such as 1ms (step
64). The PD classification circuit 60 then presents the
appropriate classification signature on the wire pair 14
for analysis by the PSE 10. The classification phase is
then terminated by the PSE 10. Soon after, the timer 62
times out and couples the output of the UVLO comparator
50 to the switch 40 (step 66). When the PSE 10 then
supplies the PoDL operating voltage to the PD 12 that is
greater than Vth, the switch 40 is closed by the UVLO
circuit, and power is supplied to the PD load 38 via the
wire pair 14 (step 66).
[0043] Figs. 3A and 3B are directed to a technique that
allows the detection and classification circuits to be ef-
fective isolated from one another during the handshaking
phase so there is no interference by the circuits. In this
way, the detection and classifications circuits may be

similar, such as by using resistors, capacitors, or zener
diodes to convey signature information. Further, the tech-
nique may obviate the need for the timer in Fig. 2A when
the PD operating voltage is similar to the handshaking
voltages. This is accomplished by the PSE 10 using one
voltage polarity for the detection phase and the opposite
polarity for the classification phase. If the polarity for the
classification phase is opposite that for the operating volt-
age, the UVLO circuit in the PD will not detect the clas-
sification voltages being above the threshold level for trig-
gering the UVLO circuit.
[0044] In step 74 of Fig. 3B, the system designer de-
cides on the normal operating voltage polarity for the PSE
PoDL. In Fig. 3A, diodes 76 are configured so that only
signals with the proper voltage polarity will be coupled to
the PD classification circuit 78 and PD detection circuit
80. The circuits 78 and 80 may present signature resist-
ance values, zener diode threshold values, capacitor val-
ues, or perform other functions on the PSE signals to
convey the desired PoDL information to the PSE 10. We
will assume the normal voltage polarity for the PoDL is
the same polarity used for the detection phase at a low
voltage/current.
[0045] In step 82, the detection is performed at the nor-
mal polarity, and the diodes 76 coupling the detection
circuit 80 to the wire pair 14 are forward biased. If the
detection signals are above the UVLO threshold voltage
of the UVLO circuit 84, the timer 62 may be used to pre-
vent the UVLO circuit 84 from closing the switch 40, as
previously described.
[0046] In step 86, it is determined whether the PD is
PoDL-enabled. If not, the PoDL handshaking routine is
terminated (step 88).
[0047] If the PD is PoDL-enabled, the classification
phase is carried out using an opposite polarity voltage
(step 90), where the diodes 76 coupling the PD classifi-
cation circuit 78 to the wire pair 14 are forward biased.
The UVLO circuit 84 will not be triggered by the reverse
polarity voltages, and the detection circuit 80 is isolated
from the wire pair 14.
[0048] After the handshaking phase, the PSE supplies
the designated PoDL voltage on the wire pair 14 to the
PD load 38 at the normal voltage polarity (step 92). There-
fore, the classification circuit 78 is decoupled from the
wire pair 14. The detection circuit resistor or other signa-
ture generator may be decoupled from the wire pair 14
by a switch internal to the detection circuit, or the signa-
ture circuit may be trivial to the operation of the PD during
normal operation.
[0049] Figs. 4A-4C are directed to using a voltage lim-
iting device in the PD to convey the detection and/or clas-
sification signatures. In one example, the detection and
classification signals generated by the PSE controller 26
may have a 10V limit. Separate detection and classifica-
tion devices may be used, and the invention of Figs. 4A-
4C may be combined with the inventions of the previous
figures. The voltage limiting device may create a limited
voltage of, for example, 7V to both convey that the PD
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is PoDL-enabled and that the required operating voltage
is 5V (step 94). Additional information may be conveyed
by the magnitude of the limited voltage, such as the max-
imum power level, which may be used by the PSE for
budgeting purposes and for detecting overloads.
[0050] In the example of Fig. 4A, the voltage limiting
device is a zener diode 96 having a threshold higher than
the normal PoDL operating voltage of the PD. A detector
circuit 98 isolates the PD controller 28 from the zener
diode 96, via a switch 100, during the detection phase
so the detection signature will not be affected by other
circuitry in the PD (step 94).
[0051] In step 102, the PSE 10 is powered up or the
PD 12 is connected to the PSE 10.
[0052] In step 104, the PSE 10 turns on a low current
source 106, which applies a low current to the zener diode
96. A diode bridge 108 may be used to ensure the proper
polarity is applied to the zener diode 96. Fig. 4B illustrates
that the zener diode 96 limits the resulting voltage.
[0053] In step 110, a voltage detector 112, detects the
resulting voltage limited by the zener diode 96, and the
resulting voltage drop Vd is applied to the PSE controller
26 for identifying the PoDL characteristics that corre-
sponds to the particular Vd level (step 112). For example,
the Vd level may be digitized and a look up table may be
addressed that provides the PoDL characteristics to the
PSE, such as the operating voltage and maximum power
level. Each set of PoDL characteristics may be associ-
ated with a narrow range of Vd levels since there may
be an unknown voltage drop along with wires due to re-
sistance. Fig. 4B illustrates that two ranges of Vd levels
are associated with Type I and Type II PDs, relating to a
maximum power.
[0054] After the handshaking phase, when the current
source 106 is disabled, the switch 100 is closed (step
114), and the PSE power supply 116 is controlled by the
PSE controller 26 to provide the proper voltage to the
wire pair 14.
[0055] In step 118, after the UVLO circuit in the PD
controller 28 detects the proper operating voltage, the
UVLO circuit closes the switch 40 to power the PD load
38. The zener diode 96 now operates as an ESD protec-
tion device since its threshold is above the operating
PoDL voltage.
[0056] In some applications, the PD includes a voltage
regulator since the voltage on the wire pair 14 is affected
by voltage drops in the wire loop. If the resistance of the
loop were known, the voltage drop along the loop can be
calculated for any current level, and the voltage supplied
by the PSE could be regulated by the PSE to supply a
precisely known voltage to the PD. This may obviate the
need for any voltage regulator in the PD, or allow the use
of a simple linear regulator in the PD rather than a switch-
ing regulator.
[0057] Fig. 4D describes steps that may be used, in
conjunction with the zener diode 96 (or other voltage lim-
iting device), to calculate the loop resistance and the ex-
pected voltage drop along the loop. All processing may

be performed by the PSE controller 26 in Fig. 4A.
[0058] In step 122 of Fig. 4D, the loop resistance test
is initiated after the PSE detected the zener diode 96 (or
other voltage limiting device) during the detection phase.
[0059] In step 124, the current source 106 (Fig, 4A)
applies a known low DC current I1 to the wire pair 14,
and the resulting measured voltage at the PSE is due to
the clamping of the voltage by the zener diode 96 and
the voltage drop (IlxR) due to the loop resistance. This
resulting voltage is V1 and is stored in a memory in the
PSE.
[0060] In step 126, a known higher current 12 is sup-
plied by the current source 106, and the resulting voltage
V2 across the wire pair 14 is again measured and stored
in the memory. Since 12 is greater than I1, there will be
a greater loop voltage drop, but the contribution from the
zener diode will be the same. The current source 106
may comprise a plurality of current sources or a single
current source where a parameter is adjusted to generate
multiple current levels.
[0061] In step 128, the loop resistance R is calculated
as R=(V1-V2)/(I2-I1).
[0062] In step 130, during normal operation, the volt-
age drop Vd due to the loop resistance is calculated as
Vd=I∗R, where I is the operating current. Since the current
may change during operation, the Vd will change.
[0063] In step 132, the PSE PoDL voltage is dynami-
cally adjusted, based on the PD current, to take into ac-
count the voltage drop along the wire pair 14 so the volt-
age at the PD may be regulated to a precise voltage. This
obviates the need for a separate voltage regulator at the
PD, or allows the use of an efficient linear regulator at
the PD. The variable voltage source at the PSE may be
the variable voltage converter 30 in Fig. 1.
[0064] Figs. 5A-5C are directed to conveying PoDL
characteristics by the PD using a surge stopper in the
PD, where the magnitude of the threshold voltage of the
surge stopper corresponds to the PoDL characteristics.
During normal operation, the surge stopper may perform
the function of blocking voltage surges to prevent dam-
age the PD circuitry. In the various embodiments, the
threshold voltages corresponding to a particular set of
PoDL characteristics are within various ranges of thresh-
old voltages, since there may be small, variable voltage
drops along the wire pair 14 at the low detection and
classification currents.
[0065] Fig. 5A shows a simple surge stopper for each
wire, formed by the MOSFETs 140 and 142 in series with
the associated wire. A surge voltage detector 144 (a com-
parator and driver) detects when the voltage across the
wire pair 14 exceeds a certain threshold voltage Vth, such
as 10V. The threshold will be higher than the operating
voltage of the PD. The threshold voltage level is easily
set, such as by selecting a resistor divider in series with
a current source to create a threshold voltage, and then
comparing the threshold voltage to the actual voltage
across the wire pair 14. When the threshold is exceeded,
the detector 144 applies a suitable voltage to the gates
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of the MOSFETs 140 and 142 to create a high impedance
(step 148 in Fig. 5B).
[0066] In step 150, initially, the PSE supplies a ramping
voltage to the PD during the classification phase until the
surge stopper is triggered. Fig. 5C illustrates the high
impedance that occurs at the threshold voltage Vt. Prior
to the surge stopper triggering, the PSE will detect an
impedance that is much lower than an open circuit. A
high value resistor 152 across the wire pair in the PD
ensures that there is a circuit formed by the PD even
when the UVLO circuit keeps the switch 40 open. The
timer circuit of Fig. 2A, or the voltage polarity inversion
technique of Fig. 3A, may be used to prevent the UVLO
circuit from closing the switch 40 prior to the receiving
the normal PoDL operating voltage.
[0067] In step 154, the PSE detects that the surge stop-
per has been triggered by detecting the change in im-
pedance. The level of the ramping voltage is also detect-
ed, and the particular level is used to cross-reference the
PD’s PoDL characteristics from a look up table in the
PSE, or an algorithm is performed on the level to deter-
mine the PoDL characteristics (step 156). The PSE then
supplies the required voltage to the PD specified by the
surge stopper threshold level (step 156). Since the op-
erating voltage to the PD is below the surge stopper
threshold, the MOSFETs 140 and 142 are normally
closed, and the UVLO switch 40 is also closed. Since the
precise threshold voltage of the surge stopper may not
be known by the PSE due to a voltage drop along the
wire pair 14, a variety of possible ranges of the detected
threshold voltage are used to classify the PD, such as a
Type I or Type II PD, as shown in Fig. 5C, where the
different types relate to the maximum power level,.
[0068] When the MOSFETs 140 and 142 are opened
during the classification test, high value resistors 158 and
160 are in series with the loop. In step 162, the values
of these resistors 158/160 are detected, where the par-
ticular values correspond to the PODL characteristics of
the PD, such as the operating voltage and maximum cur-
rent/power for the PD. Therefore, by using the resistors
158 and 160, the resistance values and not the surge
stopper threshold voltage may be used to convey the
PoDL characteristics. An advantage of this technique is
that the resistors 158/160 have no effect on the circuit
when the MOSFETs 140/142 are closed during normal
operation, and the surge stopper threshold may be opti-
mized for the particular application. The resistance val-
ues may be detected by measuring the resulting current
at the threshold voltage where R=Vth/I.
[0069] Figs. 6A-6C are directed to a technique that al-
lows the PSE to know whether the PD has been discon-
nected from the wire pair 14 subsequent to a handshak-
ing phase. This enables the PSE to know whether to stop
supplying the PoDL and enables the PSE to used stored
PoDL information from the PD for a start-up routine rather
than performing the full handshaking routine for every
powering up event. This saves considerable start-up
time.

[0070] In Fig. 6A, a high value (e.g., over 100K ohms)
resistor 170 is across the wire pair 14 in the PD. This
resistance value creates a "maintain power signature"
(step 174). The resistance value is much higher than a
conventional detection signature resistor of 25K ohms,
used during the detection phase, and the resistor 170
remains across the wire pair 14 during normal operation
of the PD. Typically, a detection signature resistor, and
any other detection signature circuit that draws significant
current during normal operation, is switched out of the
circuit during normal operation.
[0071] In step 174, after the PD has been in normal
operation, a low test current is periodically supplied by
the current source 176 even when the PD load is not
drawing current, such as when it is powered off.
[0072] In step 178, the PSE periodically tests that the
PD load resistance is equal to or less than the "maintain
power signature" resistor value.
[0073] In step 180, if the PD load resistance is equal
to or less than the "maintain power signature" resistor
value, the PSE assumes the PD has not been discon-
nected subsequent to the last handshaking routine.
[0074] In step 182, if the PD load resistance is greater
than the "maintain power signature" resistor value, the
PSE assumes the PD has been disconnected subse-
quent to the last handshaking routine. In response, the
PSE ceases supplying power to the PD to save energy.
[0075] In step 184, when the PSE is not supplying pow-
er to the PD during normal operation, the PSE periodically
or continuously supplies a low current to the wire pair 14
to detect the "maintain power signature" (i.e., detect
whether the PD is just powered off but still connected, or
whether the PD has been removed).
[0076] In step 186, if the PSE detects that the PD has
been disconnected and then connected, the PSE per-
forms the handshaking routine for PoDL. If the PSE de-
tects no disconnection between powering up states of
the PD, the PSE does not have to repeat the handshaking
routine but may simply supply the full PoDL voltage pur-
suant to the previous handshaking results.
[0077] Fig. 6C shows steps that may be performed us-
ing the circuit of Fig. 6A where the previous handshaking
results are stored in a non-volatile memory 190 for later
use when the PD has been re-powered up.
[0078] In step 190, the PSE performs detection and
classification routines for the PD upon powering up.
[0079] In step 192, the PSE stores the resulting PoDL
information in the memory 190. For example, the data
stored may be a code corresponding to the operating
voltage level, the maximum power of the PD, and other
operating characteristics.
[0080] In step 194, the PSE periodically performs tests
to determine if the PD is still connected or powered up,
such as the maintain power signature test described
above.
[0081] In step 196, if the PSE detects that the PD has
been disconnected, then connected and powered up, the
PSE may assume that the PD is the same PD or a re-
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placement PD of the same type, which would be true in
an automobile application where the automobile manu-
facturer specifies the PD type. The PSE then accesses
the memory 190 for the classification information to sup-
ply the proper PoDL voltage. The data stored in the mem-
ory 190 may be from an earlier handshaking routine or
pre-loaded by the manufacturer. Alternatively, upon the
PSE detecting that the PD has been disconnected fol-
lowed by the detecting of a PD being connected, the PSE
may perform the full handshaking routine, rather than
use the stored data in the memory 190.
[0082] In step 198, if the PSE detects that the maintain
power signature has been uninterrupted, even when the
PD was powered down, the PSE may use the PoDL data
stored in the memory 190 rather than perform the hand-
shaking routine upon powering up.
[0083] In another embodiment, the PSE may use the
information in the memory 190 and still perform an ab-
breviated handshaking routine for verifying the PD is
PoDL-enabled or for verifying other information.
[0084] In step 200, if the application is one that restricts
the type of PD used, such as in an automobile, the PoDL
information in the memory 190 may be pre-loaded in the
memory 190 by the manufacturer, or may be from the
first start-up of the system.
[0085] Figs. 7A and 7B are directed to a PoDL system
where the main PD load is supplied power from an alter-
nate power source 210 located on the PD side, rather
than supplied power by the PSE. This situation may occur
if the PD load requires more power than can be supplied
by the PSE. In such a case, there is some benefit in the
PSE still supplying power to the front end of the PD to
power the communications channel and certain functions
in the PD (other than the main PD load). Using this tech-
nique, even if the alternate power source 210 is off or
malfunctioning, the PD can still communicate its opera-
tional status to the PSE, such as for maintenance. Fur-
ther, the PD may even allow the PSE to power the PD
load in the event of a failure of the alternate power source
210.
[0086] Fig. 7A is identical to Fig. 1 except for the ad-
dition of the alternate power source 210 coupled to the
PD load 38 and the PD controller 28.
[0087] In step 212 of Fig. 7B, the alternate power
source 201 is provided. The PSE may supply PoDL pow-
er for the Ethernet data physical (PHY) subsystem (such
as amplifiers, control circuits, etc.) while the alternate
power source 210 simultaneously supplies power to the
main PD load.
[0088] In step 214, if the alternate power source 210
fails or is off, the PD is still able to communicate to the
PSE, such as communicate the fault, since the PHY sub-
system (and other required circuitry) are powered by
PoDL. Additionally, the PD may switch the PoDL power
to the PD load 38 for normal or limited operation.
[0089] In step 216, upon the PD powering up, the PSE
can initially power the PD via PoDL and send configura-
tion data to the PD prior to the alternate power source

210 being turned on. The alternative power source 210
is then properly configured. This is particularly useful if
the alternative power source is a general purpose power
source and not customized for the particular PD. For ex-
ample, the PSE may only enable the alternate power
source 210 once the PSE detects that the PD is PoDL-
enabled and the alternate power source 210 is configured
to supply the required voltage.
[0090] All the techniques described herein may be
combined in various ways as appropriate for a particular
application.
[0091] Certain ones of the various techniques are par-
ticularly suited to automobile applications where the
types of PSEs and PDs used are highly regulated, so the
handshaking upon each powering up of the PoDL system
can be abbreviated or eliminated.

Claims

1. A Power Over Data Lines, PoDL, system comprising:

Power Source Equipment, PSE, coupled to a
Powered Device, PD, via a wire pair, wherein
differential data signals and DC power are trans-
mitted over the same wire pair;
a memory circuit in the PSE that stores informa-
tion identifying PoDL power requirements for the
PD for powering the PD over the wire pair,
wherein the information stored in the memory is
from an earlier handshaking routine for PoDL or
is pre-loaded by a manufacturer,
wherein a handshaking routine for PoDL con-
sists in a low power/voltage signal being gener-
ated by the PSE on the wire pair and the PD
responding in a characteristic way to identify to
the PSE that the PD is PoDL compatible, called
a detection routine, as well as to identify power
and power requirements, called a classification
routine,
wherein the PSE contains a PSE controller, and
wherein, when the PSE is powered up and

the PD is disconnected from the PSE, then
the same PD or a replacement PD of the
same type is connected and powered up to
the PSE, or
the PD is powered down and then powered
up and a PD load resistance across the wire
pair has been continuously equal or below
a maintain power signature resistor value,

the PSE controller is configured to access the
information stored in the memory and, based on
the information, control the PSE to supply the
power to the wire pair to power the respective
PD without performing the handshaking routine.
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2. The system of claim 1, further comprising:

a resistor in the PD coupled across the wire pair,
wherein a resistance value of the resistor corre-
sponds to a maintain power signature, indicating
that the PD is coupled to the wire pair,
wherein the PSE controller is configured to sup-
ply a test current to the wire pair and detect
whether a detected resistance is equal to or less
than the resistance value of the resistor,
wherein the PSE controller is configured to de-
termine that the PD is coupled to the wire pair
when a detected resistance is approximately
equal to or less than the resistance value of the
resistor,
and wherein the PSE controller is configured to
determine that the PD is not coupled to the wire
pair when a detected resistance is greater than
the resistance value of the resistor.

Patentansprüche

1. System zur Stromversorgung über Datenleitungen,
PoDL-System, das Folgendes umfasst:

ein Leistungsquellengerät, PSE, das über ein
Drahtpaar an eine mit Energie versorgte Vor-
richtung, PD, gekoppelt ist, wobei differentielle
Datensignale und Gleichstromleistung über
dasselbe Drahtpaar übertragen werden; und
eine Speicherschaltung im PSE, in der Informa-
tionen gespeichert sind, die PoDL-Leistungsan-
forderungen für die PD zum Versorgen der PD
mit Energie über das Drahtpaar identifizieren,
wobei
die Informationen, die im Speicher gespeichert
sind, von einer früheren Handschlagroutine für
PoDL stammen oder durch einen Hersteller vor-
geladen sind,
eine Handschlagroutine für PoDL daraus be-
steht, dass ein Niedrigleistungs-/Niedrigspan-
nungssignal durch das PSE im Drahtpaar er-
zeugt wird und die PD in einer charakteristi-
schen Weise antwortet, um dem PSE zu erken-
nen zu geben, dass die PD PoDL-kompatibel
ist, was als eine Erkennungsroutine bezeichnet
wird, sowie Leistung und Leistungsbedarf zu er-
kennen zu geben, was als eine Klassifizierungs-
routine bezeichnet wird,
das PSE eine PSE-Steuereinheit enthält und
die PSE-Steuereinheit dann, wenn das PSE ein-
geschaltet wird und

die PD vom PSE getrennt wird und dann
dieselbe PD oder eine Ersatz-PD dessel-
ben Typs mit dem PSE verbunden und ein-
geschaltet wird, oder

die PD ausgeschaltet und dann eingeschal-
tet wird und ein PD-Lastwiderstand über
dem Drahtpaar ständig gleich oder unter ei-
nem Leistungserhaltsignatur-Widerstands-
wert war, konfiguriert ist zum

Zugreifen auf die Informationen, die im Speicher
gespeichert sind, und Steuern des PSE auf der
Grundlage der Informationen, die Leistung zum
Drahtpaar zu liefern, um die entsprechende PD
mit Energie zu versorgen, ohne die Handschlag-
routine durchzuführen.

2. System nach Anspruch 1, das ferner Folgendes um-
fasst:

einen Widerstand in der PD, der über das Draht-
paar gekoppelt ist, wobei ein Widerstandswert
des Widerstands einer Leistungserhaltsignatur
entspricht, die angibt, dass die PD an das Draht-
paar gekoppelt ist, wobei
die PSE-Steuereinheit konfiguriert ist, einen
Prüfstrom zum Drahtpaar zu liefern und zu de-
tektieren, ob ein detektierter Widerstand gleich
oder kleiner als der Widerstandswert des Wider-
stands ist,
die PSE-Steuereinheit konfiguriert ist, zu be-
stimmen, dass die PD an das Drahtpaar gekop-
pelt ist, wenn ein detektierter Widerstand unge-
fähr gleich oder kleiner als der Widerstandswert
des Widerstands ist, und
die PSE-Steuereinheit konfiguriert ist, zu be-
stimmen, dass die PD nicht an das Drahtpaar
gekoppelt ist, wenn ein detektierter Widerstand
größer als der Widerstandswert des Wider-
stands ist.

Revendications

1. Système de lignes de données de puissance, PoDL,
comprenant :

un équipement de source d’alimentation en
puissance, PSE, couplé à un dispositif alimenté
en puissance, PD, via une paire de fils, dans
lequel des signaux de données différentiels et
une alimentation en courant continu, CC, sont
transmis sur la même paire de fils ;
un circuit de mémoire dans le PSE qui stocke
des informations identifiant des besoins d’ali-
mentation en puissance de PoDL pour le PD
afin d’alimenter en puissance le PD sur la paire
de fils,
dans lequel les informations stockées dans la
mémoire proviennent d’une routine d’établisse-
ment de liaison antérieure pour PoDL ou sont
préchargées par un fabricant,
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dans lequel une routine d’établissement de
liaison pour PoDL consiste en un signal de faible
puissance/tension généré par le PSE sur la pai-
re de fils et le PD répondant d’une manière ca-
ractéristique pour signifier au PSE que le PD est
compatible PoDL, appelée également routine
de détection, et pour identifier l’alimentation en
puissance et les besoins d’alimentation en puis-
sance, appelée routine de classification,
dans lequel le PSE contient un dispositif de com-
mande de PSE, et
dans lequel, lorsque le PSE est alimenté en
puissance et

le PD est déconnecté du PSE, alors le mê-
me PD ou un PD de remplacement du mê-
me type est connecté au PSE et alimenté
en puissance, ou
le PD n’est pas alimenté en puissance puis
est alimenté en puissance, et une résistan-
ce de charge de PD à travers la paire de fils
a été continuellement égale ou inférieure à
une valeur de résistance de signature de
puissance de maintien,

le dispositif de commande de PSE est configuré
pour accéder aux informations stockées dans la
mémoire et, sur la base des informations, com-
mander le PSE pour fournir l’alimentation en
puissance à la paire de fils afin d’alimenter le
PD respectif sans exécuter la routine d’établis-
sement de liaison.

2. Système selon la revendication 1, comprenant en
outre :

une résistance dans le PD couplé à travers la
paire de fils, dans lequel une valeur de résistan-
ce de la résistance correspond à une signature
de puissance de maintien, indiquant que le PD
est couplé à la paire de fils,
dans lequel le dispositif de commande PSE est
configuré pour fournir un courant de test à la
paire de fils et détecter si une résistance détec-
tée est égale ou inférieure à la valeur de résis-
tance de la résistance,
dans lequel le dispositif de commande de PSE
est configuré pour déterminer que le PD est cou-
plé à la paire de fils lorsqu’une résistance dé-
tectée est approximativement égale ou inférieu-
re à la valeur de résistance de la résistance,
et dans lequel le dispositif de commande de PSE
est configuré pour déterminer que le PD n’est
pas couplé à la paire de fils lorsqu’une résistan-
ce détectée est supérieure à la valeur de résis-
tance de la résistance.
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